
400446-C BEACH SMALL SIDETABLE MANGO WOOD CLAY

 

Additional description

- Organically shaped coffee table with two sturdy legs
- Made of mango wood with a clay-coloured finish
- Available in two sizes
- H 53 cm x W 64 cm x D 51 cm

The Beach side table is part of the vtwonen collection. The organically shaped table top and
sturdy legs form a playful design. Beach is also available in a larger format with a round
table top. This smaller version, the small, has an organically shaped top and a subtle warm-
grey tint; clay. Combine the two tables as a playful whole for a nice touch in the lounge.

Material
The Beach side table is made of mango wood with a grey clay-coloured finish. Mango wood
is known for its sustainable growth and long durability. Mango wood is also characterized
by clearly visible grain and colour nuances. The grains or dark lines and knots make every
mango wood item unique. Mango wood is very strong and one of the harder woods,
therefore a mango wood item will not easily be damaged.

Dimensions
The side table has a height of 53 cm, the table top is 4 cm thick. The table top has a width
of 64 cm and a maximum depth of 51 cm. The two legs are each 49 cm high, 26 cm wide, 10
cm thick and are at right angles to each other. The Beach side table weighs over 15 kg and
therefore stands very firmly in its place.

Maintenance
Mango wood furniture is easy to maintain. You can easily keep them dust- and stain-free
with a slightly damp, clean cloth. Mango wood items are only intended for indoor use. An
extra treatment or protection is possible wi...
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